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Building Websites With Joomla!: A step by step tutorial to getting your Joomla! CMS website up fastPackt Publishing, 2006
This book is being written in a small village in Sachsen-Anhalt in Germany, among other places. I live in this village. There is no access to DSL here; there are no public WLAN hotspots, no UMTS, no large companies and no city noise.

My work consists of activities like lecturing, advising, listening, testing and trying, programming,...
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Advanced Signal Processing and Noise Reduction, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	This book presents a broad range of theory and application of statistical signal processing. The emphasis is on digital noise reduction algorithms, particularly important in the field of mobile communication. Vaseghi covers a broad range of applications, including spectral estimation, channel equalization, speech coding over noisy channels,...
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The Photoshop CS2 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2005
Scott Kelby, the best-selling Photoshop author in the world today, once again  takes this book to a whole new level as he uncovers the latest, most important  and most exciting new Adobe Photoshop CS2 techniques for digital  photographers.This major update to this award-winning, record-breaking book does  something for digital photographers that's...
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Survivability and Traffic Grooming in WDM Optical NetworksCambridge University Press, 2006
Technological advances in semiconductor products have essentially been the primary
driver for the growth of networking that led to improvements and simplification
in the long-distance communication infrastructure in the twentieth century.Two
major networks of networks, the public switched telephone network (PSTN) and the...
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The Least Worst Place - How Guantanamo Became the World’s Most Notorious PrisonOxford University Press, 2009
The prisoner’s cry pierced through the hot Caribbean air. It was not the first time that such a shriek had roused the rest of the detainees from their daily lethargy. But this time it brought them to their feet and unleashed a flurry of noise, as they pounded the cement floors and rattled the wire mesh of their cells. An invisible force...
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The Photoshop Elements 7 Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2009
 This book breaks new ground by doing something for digital photographers that’s never been done before—it cuts through the bull and shows you exactly “how to do it.” It’s not a bunch of theory; it doesn’t challenge you to come up with your own settings or figure things out on your own. Instead, it does...
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Real World Camera Raw with Adobe Photoshop CS5Peachpit Press, 2010

	If you’re reading this book because you want to be told that digital really is better than film, look elsewhere. The term “digital photography” may still be in current use, but sooner rather than later, it will be replaced by the simple term “photography.” If you want to be told that shooting digital raw is...
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Signal Processing in Radar SystemsCRC Press, 2012

	An essential task in radar systems is to find an appropriate solution to the problems related to robust signal processing and the definition of signal parameters. Signal Processing in Radar Systems addresses robust signal processing problems in complex radar systems and digital signal processing subsystems. It also tackles...
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Fundamentals of RF Circuit Design: with Low Noise OscillatorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	The art of RF circuit design made simple.....


	Radio Frequency circuits are the fundamental building blocks in a vast array of consumer electronics and wireless communication devices. Jeremy Everard's unique combination of theory and practice provides insight into the principles of operation, together with invaluable guidance to...
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Error-Correcting Linear Codes: Classification by Isometry and ApplicationsSpringer, 2006
This text offers an introduction to error-correcting linear codes for graduate students in mathematics, computer science and engineering and researchers. The book differs from other standard texts in its emphasis on the classification of codes by means of isometry classes. The relevant algebraic concepts like finite fields and group actions are...
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Principles of Lasers and OpticsCambridge University Press, 2005
Radiation from lasers is different from conventional optical light because, like
microwave radiation, it is approximately monochromatic. Although each laser has
its own fine spectral distribution and noise properties, the electric and magnetic
fields from lasers are considered to have precise phase and amplitude variations
in...
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Understanding Telephone Electronics, Fourth Edition (Newnes)Newnes, 2001
Covers conventional telephone fundamentals!  Explores how telephone systems operate and how digital electronics replace them.  "Introduces state-of-the-art speech circuits, dialing, ringing, and central office electronics. Dissects modems and digital transmission techniques. Studies microcomputers and cellular phones. Helps readers increase...
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